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TWO VILLAGE IDIOTS: PIT TO DC
A Non-Stop, 325 Mile Off-Road Ride
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Josh Fonner and Rich O’Neill take on the entirety of the Great Allegheny Passage and
will continue on to the C&O Canal Trail to ride 325 off-road miles from Pittsburgh, PA to
Washington, D.C. in a non-stop attempt to reach Arlington National Cemetery. Rich’s
father, a war veteran and best friend to Rich, passed away and rests at Arlington
National Cemetery. Rich’s dad always taught him to live his life to the fullest. Rich is
going to do just that and end this challenge with a personal thank you straight to his dad
at his gravesite.
In trying to decide on a trip to pay homage to the amazing and adventurous spirit of
Rich’s dad while working within the time constraints of having full time jobs, Josh and
Rich decided on a route that Josh has never put tire down on: the Allegheny trail system.
As an avid cyclist, he felt this was an absolute travesty to never have ridden these
historical trails which are some of the most ridden in the country. This sealed the deal on
the how and when of the trip.
The founders of Roam Life are continuing to develop a community of adventurers
around the world, starting with people they meet along their adventurous paths.
Highlighting the stories of strangers and encouraging action, they work to support
individuals in meeting life goals…through adventure. Roam Life is an exciting and
inspiring bunch of every day people looking to roam while helping you to do the same.
Set to pedal off on Saturday, October 13th and arrive at Arlington National Cemetery late
Sunday, October 14th, Rich and Josh are sure to encounter absolute adventure. Filming
of the expedition will be done in partnership with GeoCore Films who will also be
experiencing the adventure as these two travel through wilderness, small American
towns, and the unknown.
Sponsors: Stan’s NoTubes, Giant Bicycles, POC

For more on the adventure or to learn how you can support the launch, contact Christine
at Roam Life: tele.914.584.8760 / email. christine@roamlife.com

